In this article an aerodynamical model of bomb guidance is presented. In the works the general model of an aerial bomb was adopted for the simulation. This assumption allows one to build a universal guidance system which can be implemented in any type of aerodynamically guided bomb.
Introduction
Guidance to the intended target refers to a guidance of the bomb along a given path of flight. This expression can be written down mathematically with equations showing which parameters should be changed during the flight and how, in order to execute the given guidance method [7] . The presented functions determine the motion of the bomb along the path of flight. The choice of the parameters is conditioned by the destination, the construction and the production abilities [7] .
The guidance can be divided into two fundamental groups which have to cooperate closely with each other: 1) guidance with respect to a chosen coordinate system, DOI 10.2478/v10041-010-0012-z 2) guidance according to a chosen calculation method. Point 1: In the guidance with respect to a chosen coordinate system a polar guidance and a rectangular guidance can be distinguished. While executing guidance with respect to a chosen coordinate system, the vector of the given states of flight applies to the center of the mass which having three degrees of freedom, which are treated as variables described as a function of time or its derivatives. These are the velocity, the direction angle and the heading (course) angle. The solution of the problem is a determination of a state vector for the meeting, in this case with a motionless target, having known the initial conditions of the position of the object and controlling it in certain time periods. In the case when the state vector is input information, the bomb executes the pilotage task, which is to minimize the deviation from the given parameters of the flight.
The rectangular guidance requires two rudders creating the yawing moments in a selected plane of the object, which means that one guides in the two guiding channels and the flight direction. Moreover, in order to counteract unfavorable tilts of the object with respect to an appropriate plane of the flight, one uses a third channel, the so called channel stabilizing the pitching angle with an appropriate rudder creating a pitching moment [4, 11] . In the polar guidance the change of the direction of flight is obtained by an adequate banking of an object, which means that the realization ensues in two channels: pitching of the object and the second of banking. Point 2: The guidance according to a chosen calculation method is a guidance executed by mathematical algorithms which describe the guidance laws and the navigation methods. The bomb guidance can not be supported by one guidance method only. Hence, guiding a bomb is realized by combination of several solutions. In this work, the guidance is based on a polar guidance combined with the Proportional Navigation Guidance (PNG) method, and the IMU and GPS navigation.
Methods of an aerial bomb guidance and navigation

Proportional Navigation Guidance (PNG)
The PNG method is based on a principle of guidance the deviation of a few parameters of the real motion from the values of those parameters determined for a theoretical motion. This principle is characterized by an equation which describes the dependence of the guidance parameter for each separate guidance channel on the parameters characterizing the displacement of a bomb. This equation is called the divergence equation [9] .
In the PNG method the normal acceleration developed by a bomb must be proportional to the angular velocity of the bomb-target line. Therefore for the guidance in the vertical plane (the pitching and the yaw channel) the divergence equation controls the motion of the centre of the mass:
where: pspio  -guidance parameter in the vertical plane The proportional method of guidance was used in the simulation of bomb guidance. Nonetheless one can apply also other guidance methods. To the most popular ones belong: the direct homing method or the parallel approach method [7] .
Inertial navigation system INS
The INS navigation operates on a principle of three accelerometers oriented perpendicularly to each other on a platform referred to a certain coordination system. The accelerometers give signals which are the linear accelerations, which after the first integration and after taking into account the initial conditions provide the velocities, and after the second integration, describe the displacement. The accelerometers are not able to detect rotations, therefore one need gyroscopes in order to measure the components of the angular velocities used to stabilize the platform. Hence, having measured the linear accelerations and the angular velocities, one can already orient the platform with respect to the assumed coordination system. Fig. 1 . INS navigation platform, source: [5] In order to make this system operate correctly one has to define the initial conditions, which are the position vectors, the velocities, and the spatial navigation parameters.
The actual velocity and position can be determined using the navigation algorithms, i.e. equations describing the motion of an object as a rotation of a rigid body characterized by a vector of the rotational angular velocity. This can be found using for example the Euler's angles and the spatial orientation angles [5] .
In the Euler's angle method one takes advantage form the fact, that the angular velocity vector is a sum of the individual velocity components. We define the three rotations as:
, thus the angular velocities are:
Hence we obtain:
Manipulation with the spatial orientation angles leads to the following form of the above equations:
One has to remember that the INS navigation contains errors caused by the inaccurate mathematical description of the shape of Earth, gravitational filed, simplifications of the kinematic equations. Those errors are corrected by the program of a flight and the given initial conditions. Moreover, there exist instrumental errors resulting from the changes of physical parameters, nonuniformities and nonlinearities of the static characteristics or the inserting and adjusting of the initial conditions errors.
The instrumental errors are the effects of the temperature changes, accelerations, vibrations, changes of magnetic and electric fields, etc. They influence the accelerometers and the platform, leading to the orientation errors and instability of the gyroscopes momentum vector, gyroscopes drifts, integrators errors, compensation and correction signal forming errors [6] .
The INS errors accrue with time, and they do not build up linearly but oscillate according to the Schuler's pendulum. This effect is presented on the graph below. The errors can be eliminated by applying error equations which depend on the assumed coordination system. These equations are a navigation algorithm of the accepted state vector and simplifications assumed before.
The basic step towards the elimination of errors is introducing the set of differential equations: As it was mentioned before, the INS errors result from the algorithms applied, time, and the measuring elements. Because of that one uses supplemental navigation systems, such as GPS. The jointly obtained data one can use by applying the Kalman filter.
GPS navigation
Global Positioning System GPS enables determination of the objects position on the whole surface of Earth. Except of the position, one can also specify the velocity and the actual time with a high accuracy specified for the users depending on their authorization and the atmospheric conditions.
The location of satellites and objects on Earth are defined in the WGS-84 system, which is assigned with the Earth center and is motionless with respect to the Earth.
During the determination of the spatial position in the GPS we deal with a positioning surface (sphere centered at the position of the satellite and with a radius equal to the satellite -receiver distance). The equation of such a sphere has the following form [8] :
where the symbols in the above equation stand for It is a set of nonlinear equations, in which the measurements of the signal transmission time, except from the receiver time error, contain additional errors, and theirs estimation/ assessment influence the precision of the GPS receiver operation. The system errors are the result of the influence of random factors estimated using mathematical statistics. Fig. 3 . GPS errors, source [2] Figure 2 presents a random dispersion of the GPS system errors, which is eliminated for example by introducing to the calculation algorithms suitably exact values (e.g. the electromagnetic waves propagation speed) [2] .
As it was already mentioned above, the base of a GPS position determination is a satellite-receiver distance measurement as a time interval, therefore the measuring errors are given in the time units with respect to the ideal route and are called signal retardations. Hence, the total time of a signal transmission is a sum of [8] : The radial waves propagating in a material medium undergo changes (velocity, frequency, polarization). These changes leads to the following consequences: the signal speed is smaller then in the vacuum and, due to the refraction, the signal path elongates, what leads to the increase of the signal propagation time. Additionally, the relativistic effects resulting from the motion of satellites in a gravitational field come about. All those errors are taken into account as a change of a frequency of the primary carrier wave and in the satellites clocks corrections [8] .
Additional errors are the ones resulting from the operation of the cosmic and the ground-based segments (errors of the satellites ephemerides, errors of the satellites clocks with respect to the GPS time), and the errors of the location broadening (DOP-Dilusion of Precision). The DOP error depends on the crossover of the positioning surfaces, that is on the mutual orientation of the satellites in the moment of the position determination).
The errors in the GPS system are eliminated by applying double frequency receivers, usage of the ionosphere and the troposphere corrections models, application of the differential DGPS systems, correction of the clock in the navigation message/dispatch and the precise parameters of the orbits, application of special antennas, reducing the noise level in electronics, improvements of the algorithms of tracking codes of a carrier wave, usage of the exact receiver clock, selection of the best satellites configuration.
The GPS together with the INS coupled to the Kalman's filter becomes an exact navigation system.
Integration of the INS navigation system with GPS
Each of the above characterized navigation systems consist errors which can be eliminated by joining the systems together using the Kalman's filter. The systems integration is presented on Fig. 4 : Fig. 4 . Integration of the GPS, INS, and the Kalman's filter, source [6] The distance between the satellite and the antenna placed on a bomb is huge. The GPS receiver obtains signal with various delays. The distances can be determined precisely by measuring the phases of the delayed signals. This information allows ascribing/characterizing the complete three-dimensional position of the object in the space.
Such a solution together with an integrated INS navigation gives a precise method of ascertaining the bomb position, because one obtains full information about the spatial orientation of a bomb and its velocity. Additionally one receives information concerning the bomb orientation angles with respect to the reference system.
In the integrated INS/GPS system exists the Kalman's filter, which is responsible for the estimation of the errors and a periodic correction of data. As the input for the Kalman's filter one gives the difference between the pseudodistances and the speeds of the pseudodistances changes measured by the GPS receiver and the values anticipated based on the bombs components measured by the INS. As a result we obtain the navigation information, which are passed on the systems executing the flight of a bomb.
Physical model of a bomb
When designing the real object one can not take into account all its properties since such an object and all the phenomena ruling it are very complicated. One is not able to model all the phenomena due to the restrictions caused by both, the limitation in the knowledge of physics laws which govern the object, as well as the limitations caused by the "poor" available calculating tools. Therefore one performs:
-physical models -mathematical models Theoretical considerations start from formulating a physical model which is built on the level of classical mechanics or the mechanics of continuous media as a continuum, discreet or discreet-continuum model. Then one constructs a mathematical model based on physical laws for the formulations of the equations for the system motion. Finally, one performs a numerical simulation.
The physical model includes modeling of an object itself and of the environment the object moves in: the gravitational model of Earth, an atmospheric model, a model of the load of the object which includes determination of forces acting on the object, and formulating the equilibrium equations based on the Newton's dynamics, Lagrange's first equations and Lagrange's second equations, or on the momentum and angular momentum changes theorem. In this way, obtaining the differential equations and using the initial and boundary conditions, one solves this complex problem [3, 9] .
Most of the equations can not be solved analytically and therefore one uses the numerical methods which allow performing simulation and optimization of the system.
The physical model has been built based on the following assumptions: 1) it is a rigid body with six degrees of freedom, 2) it performs a spatial motion in the atmosphere of Earth, 3) the centre of aerodynamic forces and the centre of mass lie in the symmetry plane, 4) the motion of the bomb takes place in the undisturbed atmosphere, 5) the rudders are weightless and their deflections influence the aerodynamic forces and moments, 6) for the description three coordinates systems were used: a) having to do with Earth (x 1 ,y 1 ,z 1 ), b) gravitational, connected with the bomb, always parallel to the system connected with the Earth and running with certain translational motion (x g ,y g ,z g ), c) system rigidly connected with the bomb, originating from an arbitrarily chosen point lying on the bomb (x,y,z)
The motion of the bomb takes place in the atmosphere of the Earth according to the standard atmosphere. Its geometry is treated as an undeformable body with its own velocity and accelerations. 
Simulation of the bomb guidance
Taking into account the previously presented physics of a bomb, the guidance system block diagram was constructed.
Rys. 6. Bomb guidance block diagram, source [10] The "Guidance" block integrates all most important bomb guidance elements, such as the aerodynamics, equations of motions, INS, GPS. The remaining blocks are respectively responsible for: the "Target" block, the place where the attacked target coordinates are set, the "Cartesian to polar system coordi-nates transformation", as its own name suggests, transforms one coordination system into the other one. There are two outputs coming out of this block: R and K. R is the distance between the bomb and the target, and additionally this distance is an input for the armament and the fuse systems, where the bombtarget differential distance is determined. In the case when the differential changes its sign the fuse is switched on, which initiates an explosion of the pyrotechnical material. The second output information is the target tracking angle K. Both of these values enter the PNG algorithm, where from one obtains the desired normal acceleration which enters the guidance block. The guidance block provides the information concerning the bomb pitching angle and its coordinates. That information form closed loops in order to control permanently the flight of the bomb towards a target [10] . Fig. 7 . PNG algorithm scheme, source [10] Two values enter the PNG algorithm, the bomb-target distance and the target tracking angle. The algorithm proportionally aims to minimize the target tracking angle assuming the non-ideal bomb guidance. Two inertial modules of the desired accelerations were introduced. The first one with the τ = 1.5 and the second one with τ = 0.2. At the beginning of the flight the first value of τ = 1.5 is used, what causes big inertia and quenching of the initial vibrations of the system. When approaching the target at the distance smaller than 1000 m the second module with τ = 0.2 is used, what leads to an increase in building up of the desired acceleration. This results in larger vibrations, nonetheless allows directing the object more precisely in the case of any rapidly changing disturbances. Therefore the object reacts faster to changes of the environmental factors. This phenomenon is presented on graph 8. Bomb guidance block Fig. 9 . Bomb guidance block, source [10] The developed guidance block integrates together the blocks of atmosphere model, aerodynamics, equations of motion, GPS, IMU and the autopilot. The model of the atmosphere is a standard atmosphere model implemented for the sake of the simulation. The "Aerodynamics and the equations of motion" block serves to determine forces and aerodynamic moments, and to execute the equa-tions of motion. This in where from one obtains the angles, velocity and pitching acceleration values, bomb position coordinates, as well as the velocities and the accelerations along the x and z axis. In the input of this block there are also values of the initial velocity of the bomb, the mass of the bomb, gravitational acceleration, and the initial position (release of the bomb form the rail of the plane). The output values enter the autopilot, IMU and GPS.
The GPS block requires further expansion into the GPS satellite system. In this work it was simplified and constructed as a pulse signal generator. The IMU block simulates accelerometers and gyroscopes, while the autopilot block guides the bomb by executing the PID guidance law. The autopilot guides the bomb acceleration over the rudders, using the measurements of accelerometers placed in front of the object's centre of mass, and adjusts the pitching velocity with the help of the gyroscopes, what causes additional quenching of the disturbances connected with the placement of the accelerators beyond the centre of mass of the object. Due to the nonlinearity of the guided object and in order to stabilize the system, dynamically changeable coefficients were introduced. These coefficients are chosen based on the velocity, expressed in Machs, as well as the α angle.
Conclusions
In this work we addressed the problem of creating a numerical model for the aerodynamical simulation of an aerial bomb guidance supported by the INS/GPS navigation. The bomb flight path is executed by the PNG. As a result of the simulation the error of hitting the target by the bomb was determined. The small values of the error for various cases allow affirming, whether the error limit is small enough so that the bomb destroys the target.
In table 1 a series of results for a bomb airdrop was presented in dependence on the height of the airdrop and distance to the target. It was also shown how the error of hitting the target changes for various distances to the target but for a constant height h=11000 m of the bomb.
Based on the results one can conclude that the error of hitting the target increases together with the distance and the time of flight. The time of flight of a bomb for the height of h=11000m varies within the limits t(2090)s. An unperturbed atmosphere was assumed for the simulations. In the real conditions, the flight of a bomb is destructed by external disturbances, what increases the error of hitting the target. The results of simulations are presented on figures 10 and 11:
The graph of the normal acceleration shows the measured values and the values requested by the PI regulator. The difference between these values results from the inertia of the bomb and the model of rudders, which limit the maximal deflection, the angular velocity of the deflection, and the angular acceleration of the rudders deflection.
The α[°] graph shows the angle between the velocity vector V and the bomb axis x. It is clearly visible, that a stabilization of an angle towards an asymptotic horizontal "0" occurs. This leads to lining up of a velocity vector practically along the bomb axis x. The exact zero is not reached due to the existence of the bomb descend velocity component.
The graph of the Mach's number shows that the velocity of the bomb flight decreased due to the resistance in the atmosphere (braking down).
The plot of the rudders deflection angle shows the initial maximal deflection of the rudders and then stabilization of this angle to the value of "0" due to the direct flight of the bomb towards the target.
The final sudden deflection of the rudders while passing by the target (the target is very close) is connected with the robust trial of eliminating the error of hitting. This is connected with the fact, that the bomb tries to keep the angle of view at the target at the level of "0" degrees. At the large distances it is indeed very close to zero, however with a sudden approach towards the target it occurs that the cross-over of the bomb trajectory with the target position error in the Cartesian coordinates is large. Then the PD regulator tries to compensate the position error of the cross-over of the bomb trajectory with the target. Fig. 11 . Graphs of the bomb's parameters changes during its flight, source [10] In this work the guidance simplified and ideal model was constructed. A few problems were not raised, like the changes of an environment where the bomb moves, (atmosphere turbulences, temperature, air humidity, pressure changes), interferences of the plane with the first phase of the flight of the bomb. We disregarded also issues connected with the bomb itself such as errors of the bomb centre of mass location, construction and the executive elements accomplishment errors.
The above examples which were not taken into account suggest how complicated the problem is. A theoretical work may serve as an initial element for designing a guidance system. Nonetheless at the final stage experimental investigations have to be performed in order to confirm or contradict the theoretical work. Only then, after obtaining correct results, one can try to adopt such a system into physical constructed aerial bombs.
